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ABSTRACT
Using the star cluster catalogs from the Hubble Space Telescope program Legacy ExtraGalactic UV survey (LEGUS)
and 8 µm images from the IRAC camera on the Spitzer Space Telescope for 5 galaxies within 5 Mpc, we investigate
how the 8 µm dust luminosity correlates with the stellar age on the 30–50 pc scale of star forming regions. We
construct a sample of 97 regions centered at local peaks of 8 µm emission, each containing one or more young star
cluster candidates from the LEGUS catalogs. We find a tight anti-correlation with a Pearson correlation coefficient
of r = −0.84 ± 0.05 between the mass-normalized dust-only 8 µm luminosity and the age of stellar clusters younger
than 1 Gyr; the 8 µm luminosity decreases with increasing age of the stellar population. Simple assumptions on a
combination of stellar and dust emission models reproduce the observed trend. We also explore how the scatter of the
observed trend depends on assumptions of stellar metallicity, PAH abundance, fraction of stellar light absorbed by
dust, and instantaneous versus continuous star formation models. We find that variations in stellar metallicity have
little effect on the scatter, while PAH abundance and the fraction of dust-absorbed light bracket the full range of the
data. We also find that the trend is better explained by continuous star formation, rather than instantaneous burst
models. We ascribe this result to the presence of multiple star clusters with different ages in many of the regions.
Upper limits of the dust-only 8 µm emission as a function of age are provided.
Keywords: galaxies: evolution — galaxies: ISM — galaxies: star formation
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1. INTRODUCTION
The star formation rate (SFR) is one of the key param-
eters that trace the evolution of galaxies through cosmic
time. A number of studies have published calibrations
of SFR indicators that cover a wide wavelength range
from ultraviolet (UV) to radio (e.g., Kennicutt 1998;
Kennicutt & Evans 2012).
Monochromatic infrared (IR) indicators, mainly those
based on the bands of the Spitzer Space Telescope or
the Herschel Space Observatory, have been calibrated as
tools to capture the dust-obscured SFR, while avoiding
the observational complexity of observing the bolomet-
ric infrared emission (e.g., Wu et al. 2005; Calzetti et al.
2007, 2010; Brown et al. 2017). Among these indicators,
the rest-frame 8 µm luminosity is of particular interest
for studies of high-redshift galaxies (e.g., Reddy et al.
2006; Elbaz et al. 2011; Reddy et al. 2012; Shivaei et al.
2017) for two reasons: (1) the 8 µm emission region is
dominated by strong emission features from polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs; Leger & Puget 1984; Al-
lamandola et al. 1985), which are easily detectable at
large distances; and (2) the rest-frame 8 µm wavelength
region of galaxies is observable out to redshift z ∼ 2−2.5
with mid-IR capabilities, such as the recent-past MIPS
24 µm on Spitzer (Rieke et al. 2004) and the upcom-
ing Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI) on the James Webb
Space Telescope (Rieke et al. 2015; Bouchet et al. 2015).
The correlation between the 8 µm luminosity and SFR is
supported by studies at multiple wavelengths, including
Hα (Wu et al. 2005; Kennicutt et al. 2009), Paschen-α
(Calzetti et al. 2005, 2007), the bolometric IR (Reddy
et al. 2006; Shivaei et al. 2017), and even radio wave-
lengths (e.g., Wu et al. 2005). However, the 8 µm lu-
minosity is also not directly proportional to the amount
of ionizing emission (Calzetti et al. 2005) due to the
fact that a large fraction of 8 µm emission is excited by
non-ionizing stellar populations, which include the field
populations of galaxies (Smith et al. 2007; Draine & Li
2007; Calzetti et al. 2007; Crocker et al. 2013; Lu et al.
2014).
The dust emission around the rest-frame 8 µm is
comprised of the underlying continuum excited by hot,
stochastically heated small dust grains and emission fea-
tures generally attributed to the PAHs (Smith et al.
2007; Draine & Li 2007; Tielens 2008). In star-forming
regions, the PAHs mainly reside in the photodissociation
region (PDR) where the atomic-to-molecular (e.g., H i-
to-H2) phase transition takes place (Tielens 2013; Bialy
& Sternberg 2016). Observations of luminous H ii re-
gions in M33 revealed that the 8 µm emission is located
between Hα (ionized gas) and CO emission (molecular
gas), indicating the location of PDRs (Relan˜o & Ken-
nicutt 2009). For dust heated by star formation activ-
ity, the 8 µm luminosity is dominated by emission from
PAHs (Smith et al. 2007; Povich et al. 2007; Marble et al.
2010; Tielens 2013). As such, the dust emission within
the Spitzer IRAC4 (8 µm) band will be approximately
attributed to the PAHs in this work for simplicity.
Observations of nearby star-forming regions/galaxies
revealed that there is a metallicity-dependence for the
PAH emission (Engelbracht et al. 2005; Madden et al.
2006; Smith et al. 2007; Gordon et al. 2008) or abun-
dance (Draine et al. 2007; Re´my-Ruyer et al. 2015),
with weaker (lower) PAH emission (abundance) for more
metal-poor regions/galaxies. Conversely, the existence
of a strong interstellar radiation field is found to sup-
press the PAH emission, regardless of the metallicity
(Madden et al. 2006; Gordon et al. 2008; Lebouteiller
et al. 2011; Shivaei et al. 2017; Binder & Povich 2018).
Such correlations between the PAH emission strength
and the environment were explained in terms of PAH
formation (e.g., Sandstrom et al. 2012) or destruc-
tion (e.g., Madden et al. 2006; Gordon et al. 2008;
Lebouteiller et al. 2011; Binder & Povich 2018). Gal-
liano et al. (2008) suggested that the delayed injec-
tion of carbon dust by AGB stars can explain the ob-
served metallicity-dependent PAH abundance. This pic-
ture suggests a positive relation between the stellar age
and the PAH abundance that was supported by Shivaei
et al. (2017) for star-forming galaxies (SFGs) at z ∼ 2
in which galaxies with ages & 900 Myr exhibit an ele-
vated PAH-to-IR luminosity ratio compared to that of
galaxies with younger populations.
While the environment regulates the PAH abundance,
the heating sources significantly alter the PAH emis-
sion at fixed PAH abundance. Spatially resolved stud-
ies demonstrated that a large amount of 8 µm emission
is associated with the diffuse cold interstellar medium
(ISM; Bendo et al. 2008; Calapa et al. 2014), suggesting
a heating source other than recent star formation. The
reported fractions of flux in the IRAC4 band that are
not related to recent star formation and are excited by
evolved stars are about 30%–40%, 67%, and 60%–80%
in NGC 628 (Crocker et al. 2013), M81 (Lu et al. 2014),
and M33 (Calapa et al. 2014), respectively. These ob-
servations suggest that one should address how the PAH
emission behaves as a function of the age of the stellar
population(s) that heat/excite them before applying the
8 µm emission as a SFR tracer.
In this work, we aim at investigating how the 8 µm
emission correlates with the age of the stellar popula-
tion that heats the dust locally utilizing the star clus-
ter catalogs from the Legacy ExtraGalactic UV survey
(LEGUS; Calzetti et al. 2015). LEGUS is a treasury
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program of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) aimed at
the investigation of star formation and its relation with
the galactic environment in 50 nearby galaxies within
the local 16 Mpc. The LEGUS observations cover five
broad bands from the UV to the NIR using the Wide
Field Camera 3 or the Advanced Camera for Surveys
onboard the HST. Based on these high spatial resolu-
tion images, ∼ 10, 000 young star clusters (YSCs) were
extracted and measured in 37 pointings in 31 galaxies
(Adamo et al. 2017; Cook et al. 2019).
The paper is organized as follows. We describe the
YSC selections for this analysis in Section 2, and the
image processing and photometry for IRAC4 sources in
Section 3. In Section 4 we present the observed relation
between the star cluster age and the mass-normalized 8
µm luminosity. Simple assumptions are used to combine
publicly available models of stellar populations and dust
emission, in order to understand the observed trend and
the scatter in Section 5. In Section 6 we discuss reasons
for the observed deviation of several sources from the
general trend and present an analytic expression for the
envelope of the maximum 8 µm emission at a given age.
Finally, we summarize our work in Section 7. Through-
out this paper, we adopt a Kroupa (2001) initial mass
function (IMF).
2. SAMPLE SELECTION
2.1. Galaxy Selection
The LEGUS sample consists of 50 galaxies between 3.5
and ∼ 16 Mpc distance. Within this distance range, the
Spitzer/IRAC camera, with a ∼ 2′′ point spread func-
tion (PSF) subtends regions between 30 pc and 150 pc.
In order to maximize the number of isolated star clusters
within each IRAC PSF, we choose a maximum distance
of 5 Mpc for the most distant galaxy we analyze, which
subtends regions ∼ 50 pc in size or the typical size of
H ii regions. In addition, we require the LEGUS catalogs
to include at least 100 identified star cluster candidates
(class 1, 2, or 3, see below) to ensure sufficient statistics.
This reduces our sample to the 5 galaxies listed in Table
1. In this table we list, in addition to cluster numbers,
also several basic physical properties for each galaxy,
such as morphologies, adopted distances, oxygen abun-
dances, and stellar masses. In Figure 1 we display the
GALEX 2-color (far-UV and near-UV) images for these
galaxies, which are obtained from the GALEX GR6/7
Data Release1.
2.2. YSC Catalogs
1 http://galex.stsci.edu/gr6/
We take the LEGUS catalogs from the public reposi-
tory at: https://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/legus/
dataproducts-public.html (Adamo et al. 2017; Cook
et al. 2019) as the parent sample, which include photom-
etry in five bands (NUV , U , B, V , I) and physical prop-
erties such as stellar mass (M∗), age, and extinction de-
rived from fitting the spectral energy distribution (SED)
of each cluster candidate (Calzetti et al. 2015, their Fig-
ure 9). The physical parameters are derived using a tra-
ditional χ2 minimization approach between models and
photometric data, as described in Adamo et al. (2010).
The more accurate Bayesian approach, in which model
parameters are stochastically sampled from cluster evo-
lutionary models, has been applied to the catalogs of
only two LEGUS galaxies (Krumholz et al. 2015). For
this reason, we use the physical parameters derived from
the χ2 approach, also called the deterministic approach
(Adamo et al. 2017).
The SED fitting for the deterministic catalogs uses
two stellar libraries: Padova-AGB (Bressan et al. 1993;
Fagotto et al. 1994a,b; Girardi et al. 2000; Va´zquez &
Leitherer 2005) and Geneva tracks without rotation (Ek-
stro¨m et al. 2012; Georgy et al. 2013; Leitherer et al.
2014), and three extinction/attenuation laws using pho-
tometry from two types of aperture corrections (average
based and concentration index based). The combination
of these choices produces 12 catalogs for each LEGUS
galaxy (Adamo et al. 2017). Here, we make use of the
catalogs constructed from the average aperture correc-
tions and SED fitting utilizing the Geneva tracks and
Milky Way extinction law of Cardelli et al. (1989). The
choice of aperture correction or model assumption does
not have significant influence on our final conclusions, as
briefly discussed in Section 6. Extensive details about
the fitting approach and parameter assumptions can be
found in Adamo et al. (2017).
The LEGUS catalogs include visually inspected star
cluster candidates assigned to “class 1” (symmetric,
compact morphology), “class 2” (compact, but elon-
gated), and “class 3” (multi-peak). These have been
inspected by at least three individuals, after ensuring
that each cluster candidate is detected in at least four
of the five LEGUS bands with photometric error σ ≤ 0.3
mag. The Adamo et al. (2017) catalogs use a Q-value,
which is the probability that χ2 exceeds a particular
value by chance (Press 2007), to evaluate the quality
of the fit; this parameter is larger than 0.1 if the fit is
good (Press 2007; Adamo et al. 2010). Note that the
Q parameter is not the reduced χ2 (χ2red) which is close
to 1 for a good fit. To restrict the goodness of fit to
the higher quality results, as suggested by Adamo et al.
(2010), we only include YSCs with Q > 0.001 (∼ 80%
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NGC7793
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NGC4395
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NGC4449
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Figure 1. GALEX 2-color (far-UV and near-UV) images for our 5 galaxies. The name of each galaxy is listed at the upper left
corner of each panel. The white bar indicates 1′ scale for each panel.
Table 1. Properties of Selected Galaxies
Properties NGC 7793 NGC 4395 NGC 4449 NGC 1313 NGC 3738
Morph.a SAd SAm IBm SBd Im
Dist. [Mpc]b 3.44 4.30 4.31 4.39 4.90
12 + log(O/H)c 8.50 8.19 8.26 8.21 8.10
M∗ [M]d 3.2× 109 6.0× 108 1.1× 109 2.6× 109 2.4× 108
N(YSC)e 378 108 284 674 164
N(IRAC4 clumps)f 48 17 25 47 9
N(final)g 39 17 16 23 2
aMorphological type as listed in the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database.
bRedshift-independent or flow-corrected redshift-dependent distance in Mpc, taken from Calzetti et al. (2015).
cCentral oxygen abundances of the galaxies derived from the empirical calibrations (Pilyugin & Thuan 2005; Pilyugin et al.
2012; Pilyugin et al. 2013) or the direct method (Pilyugin et al. 2010, 2012). The values for NGC 7793, NGC 4395, and NGC
1313 are taken from Pilyugin et al. (2014), while the ones for NGC 4449 and NGC 3738 are taken from Pilyugin et al. (2015).
dStellar masses in M, taken from Calzetti et al. (2015).
eNumber of identified YSCs, see Section 2.2.
fNumber of IRAC4 sources identified as YSC counterparts, see Section 3.2.
gNumber of IRAC4 sources in the final sample, see Section 4.
of cluster candidates with class=1, 2, or 3) in our sam-
ple, indicating that the best-fit models are acceptable
(Press 2007). The resulting sample has a median and
68% scatter of 0.31+0.49−0.28 and 1.20
+1.89
−0.87 for Q and χ
2
red,
respectively. See Adamo et al. (2017) for more details.
3. IMAGE PROCESSING AND PHOTOMETRY
3.1. IRAC Image Processing
The IRAC1 (3.6 µm) and IRAC4 (8.0 µm) images for
our sample galaxies are taken from the Spitzer Local
Volume Legacy (LVL; Dale et al. 2009) survey2, which
provides IRAC and MIPS images for 258 galaxies out
2 https://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER/LVL/
to 11 Mpc. Most of the LEGUS galaxies with public
YSC catalogs are also included in the LVL sample by
design. The IRAC images are resampled to a pixel scale
of 0.′′75, and the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
their PSFs are ∼ 1.′′6 and ∼ 1.′′9 for IRAC1 and IRAC4,
respectively (Dale et al. 2009).
The IRAC1 images are convolved to match the PSF
of IRAC4 images using the Photutils package (Bradley
et al. 2019). Under the assumption that all the 3.6 µm
emission is from stars, we remove stellar emission from
the IRAC4 images using the formula of Helou et al.
(2004). A small fraction (about 5%–33%) of the 3.6
µm flux is due to 3.3 µm PAH emission (Meidt et al.
2012; Robitaille et al. 2012). We neglect this small con-
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tribution, which is expected to have negligible impact
(. 1.5% for our sample) on the dust-only 8 µm images.
3.2. IRAC4 Photometry
The IRAC4 photometry is performed on the dust-only
(star-subtracted) images utilizing the PHOT task in the
PyRAF3 interface of IRAF (Tody 1986, 1993). Due to
the large PSF of the IRAC4 images, most of the sources
are blended with their neighbors. To extract accurate
fluxes for each source, we limit our analysis to relatively
isolated sources, and perform photometry in small aper-
tures with aperture corrections determined in a way sim-
ilar to that described in Adamo et al. (2017).
We mark the locations of all the clusters on the
cutouts of optical and IRAC4 images, and inspect each
cutout by eye to identify YSCs with IRAC4 counterparts
within 2.′′25.4 For each IRAC4 counterpart, we perform
photometry with aperture radii of 3, 3.5, and 4 pixels
and sky annuli set at a radius of 10 pixels and a width of
1 pixel. The total fluxes from these three apertures after
aperture corrections are in good agreement with each
other within the uncertainties. However, we still find
that, for some sources, a larger photometric aperture
can result in a slightly elevated flux. To avoid any con-
tamination from either neighbors or local background,
we adopt 3 pixels (2.′′25) as the final aperture radius. Ad-
ditional examination of the radial profiles of each source
is carried out by visual inspection, and IRAC4 sources
without well-defined profiles within 3 pixels, due to con-
fusion with neighboring sources, are also removed. In
Figure 2 we show two examples of YSCs with IRAC4
counterparts. The top row has only one YSC within the
IRAC4 aperture, while the bottom row is an example
of multiple clusters within one aperture. The centers of
IRAC4 clumps might have small offsets from the coordi-
nates of YSCs in the Adamo et al. (2017) catalogs even
in the case of a single cluster within one IRAC4 aperture.
Therefore, we allow the PHOT task to recenter before
performing photometry. From the radial profile shown
in the top row of Figure 2, it is obvious that adopting a
photometric aperture of 4 pixels radius could overesti-
mate the 8 µm fluxes due to the contamination of nearby
bright sources.
Aperture corrections from our 3–pixel aperture radius
to an infinite aperture are derived for our sources as fol-
lows. We first identify some isolated local peaks on the
IRAC4 images that exhibit clean radial profiles and seem
3 PyRAF is a product of the Space Telescope Science Institute,
which is operated by AURA for NASA.
4 This distance is chosen to match the radius of photometric
aperture of IRAC4 sources.
not to be significantly contaminated by nearby sources.
Taking these selected sources as reference clumps, we
then perform photometry on a set of aperture radii (from
0.5 pixels to 10 pixels with a step of 0.5 pixels) for the
selected sources to obtain the growth curves. The sky
(local background) is measured within an annulus at 10
pixels radius, 1 pixel wide. After visual inspection of all
the radial profiles in the reference sample, this aperture
is found to be large enough to enclose most flux of the
isolated sources. Therefore, we adopt fluxes within 10
pixel radius (corresponding to ∼ 145 pc at a distance
of 4 Mpc) as total fluxes for the reference clumps that
are used to normalize growth curves. An example of the
reference clumps, including the IRAC4 image, the radial
profile, and the constructed growth curve, in NGC 7793
is shown in the top row of Figure 3. It is evident that
this source is isolated enough to obtain a robust growth
curve.
For each galaxy, at least five reference clumps are used
to construct the growth curve, and the mean curve for
each is adopted as the final curve. In the bottom row of
Figure 3 we present all the growth curves for NGC 7793
(left panel) and all the curves used in this work (right
panel). Because the number of isolated local peaks is not
sufficiently large to obtain a growth curve for NGC 4449
and NGC 3738, we take the ones from galaxies at similar
distances. In other words, NGC 4395 (NGC 1313) shares
the same growth curve with NGC 4449 (NGC 3738).
The choices of growth curves for NGC 4449 and NGC
3738 only alter the total 8 µm fluxes by up to 20%. Such
fluctuations do not significantly change the data and
thus the conclusions of this work. For a given aperture,
the aperture correction is estimated as the ratio between
the fluxes within 10–pixel radius and the used aperture
(3 pixels) for the mean growth curve. The standard
deviation of the corrections given by all growth curves
within one galaxy is also computed and combined with
all other uncertainties.
The IRAC Instrument Handbook5 specifies that
sources smaller than 8′′–9′′ , like our sources, should
be treated as point sources. The IRAC point–source
photometry is calibrated on a 12′′ radius aperture, im-
plying that an additional aperture correction needs to
be applied to our 7.′′5 aperture photometry. Table 4.7
of the Handbook provides a correction of ∼1.05 be-
tween a 7.′′5 aperture photometry and the default 12′′
point source calibration, which we apply to all our 8 µm
measurements.
5 https://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER/docs/irac/
iracinstrumenthandbook/
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Figure 2. Example of photometry for one cluster (top row) and multiple clusters (bottom row) within one IRAC aperture. For
each row, we show the I band (F814W) image (left), IRAC4 image (middle), and the radial profile of the IRAC source (right).
In the left and middle panels, the large cyan circles mark the aperture (3 pixel radius) used to perform IRAC4 photometry
in this work, while the small red circles locate clusters within one IRAC aperture based on their optical coordinates from the
Adamo et al. (2017) catalogs. On the IRAC4 image, only the cluster with smallest distance to the center of IRAC4 source is
shown. The cyan solid and two magenta dashed lines in the right panel indicate apertures of 3, 3.5, and 4 pixels. Both grayscale
images (together with other grayscale images in this paper) are shown in linear scale.
3.3. Mass Correction
Given that the 8 µm fluxes are measured within an
aperture radius of 3 pixels (2.′′25) on the IRAC4 images,
all sources enclosed by this aperture may contribute to
the 8 µm flux. For this reason, when we consider the
total stellar mass corresponding to the measured 8 µm
fluxes, the mass contribution from the unidentified clus-
ters or individual stars surrounding the identified YSCs
should be included.
We perform photometry on the F814W LEGUS im-
ages with the same aperture as the one used for the
IRAC4 photometry (i.e., the cyan circles in Figure 2,
left) to obtain the total I-band flux in the aperture
(fI,ap). The M∗ and I-band fluxes of individual iden-
tified YSCs are retrieved from the Adamo et al. (2017)
catalogs. We sum the I-band fluxes of all identified
YSCs within the aperture to get the total flux counted
by our selection (fI,sel). Assuming that all the objects
(star clusters and individual stars) within one IRAC4
aperture have a similar mass-to-light ratio (M∗/LI), the
fI,ap/fI,sel ratio is applied to the total M∗ of the iden-
tified YSCs within the aperture as a mass correction.
The assumption of a constant mass-to-light ratio within
each aperture is equivalent to assuming that the bulk of
the I-band light originates from same-age stellar popula-
tions. This assumption is likely to be acceptable within
our small regions (. 50 pc). We show in Appendix B
that our regions are better described by more complex
stellar populations than a single–age one; however, the
impact on the estimated mass in the IRAC4 aperture is
small (see Figure 15). For all selected IRAC4 clumps,
fI,sel only represents a small fraction of fI,ap, leading to
a fairly large mass correction with a median and 68%
range of 4.93+5.89−2.51.
4. RESULTS
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Figure 3. Example of the construction of growth curves for IRAC4 sources. Top row: IRAC4 image (left), radial profile
(middle), and growth curve (right) for one reference clump in NGC 7793. The red × on the IRAC image locates the center of
the source. The horizontal black dashed line denotes where the normalized flux = 0.5. Bottom row: The left panel shows all
the growth curves (thin gray curves) for NGC 7793 and the mean (red solid one) and median (blue dashed one) curves. The
mean curve is adopted as the final growth curve for each galaxy. The right panel presents all the growth curves used in this
work. NGC 4395 (NGC 1313) shares the same curve with NGC 4449 (NGC 3738) due to the lack of enough isolated local peaks
in both NGC 4449 and NGC 3738. The cyan circle in the top left panel and cyan vertical lines in other four panels indicate an
aperture of 10 pixels.
Given our goal of investigating the relation between
the ages of YSCs and their PAH emission, we use
the mass-weighted age (ageM∗) and normalize the 8
µm luminosity by the total stellar mass within the
IRAC4 aperture (νLν,8/M∗) to avoid biasing our quanti-
ties according to the most massive cluster/contribution.
AgeM∗ is constructed from the values of M∗ and the
ages of individual clusters in each aperture, as provided
in the Adamo et al. (2017) catalogs. In the case of only
one YSC within the aperture, the measured age of the
YSC is directly taken as ageM∗ . The mass correction is
added to the total M∗ used in νLν,8/M∗. Due to the
asymmetric uncertainties of M∗ and age in the catalogs,
typical uncertainties are needed to perform error propa-
gation in calculating ageM∗ and νLν,8/M∗. For M∗, the
median and mean of its uncertainty are 18% and 58%,
respectively. The typical uncertainty of M∗ is conserva-
tively assumed to 60%. The uncertainties in age have a
median and mean of 25% and 248%, respectively. Since
the mean is biased by several extreme cases, we adopt
25% as the typical uncertainty in the age.
From the 5 nearby galaxies in our sample, we identify
146 sufficiently isolated IRAC4 regions to perform pho-
tometry. Additional criteria are employed to reduce the
uncertainties in our final results. First, the mass correc-
tion described in Section 3.3 assumes a similar M∗/LI
for objects within the same aperture. In the case of
YSCs, the assumption means that these clusters should
have similar ages. Thus, when multiple clusters are lo-
cated within one IRAC4 aperture, we require that the
largest difference in their ages is not larger than a factor
3, i.e., agemax/agemin ≤ 3. Second, in some cases, clus-
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Figure 4. νLν,8/M∗ as a function of ageM∗ for all 146 identified IRAC4 counterparts (left) and our final sample (right). The
cyan circles, magenta up triangles, orange squares, green diamonds, and gray pentagons indicate IRAC4 sources included in
our final sample from NGC 7793, NGC 4395, NGC 4449, NGC1313, and NGC3738, respectively. In the left panel, the pink
hexagons, blue stars, and yellow down triangles are sources excluded by three additional criteria, see the text for more details.
The uncertainties in ageM∗ are not plotted in the left panel in order to show the distribution clearly.
ters in our catalogs only account for a small fraction of
the total flux within the IRAC4 aperture, arising the risk
of adopting an unrepresentative age for the aperture. To
decrease the mismatch between the age of the clusters
and the age of the population within the IRAC4 aper-
ture, we require the sum of the U-band (F336W) fluxes
of the YSCs not to be smaller than 10% of the total
flux enclosed by the aperture, i.e., fU,sel/fU,ap ≥ 10%.
Finally, only IRAC4 sources with reliable 8 µm detec-
tions, i.e., Lν,8/σ8 ≥ 3, are considered. Here, σ8 is the
uncertainty of Lν,8 due to local background subtrac-
tion and aperture correction. The number of IRAC4
regions that cannot satisfy the above criteria are 24, 27,
and 1 for agemax/agemin ≤ 3, fU,sel/fU,ap ≥ 10%, and
Lν,8/σ8 ≥ 3, respectively. Some of them do not meet
more than one criterion. Our final sample includes 97
IRAC4 sources from all 5 galaxies.
In Figure 4 we present the relation between νLν,8/M∗
and ageM∗ for all 146 identified IRAC4 sources (left
panel) and our final sample (right panel). The num-
bers of IRAC4 counterparts identified and included in
our final sample for each galaxy are listed in Table 1. In
the left panel, a negative correlation in the νLν,8/M∗ vs.
ageM∗ plane is observed although the scatter around the
correlation is fairly large. In the right panel, it is evident
that our final sample shows a tight negative relation be-
tween νLν,8/M∗ and ageM∗ , with the exception of two
outliers located at the lower left corner of the panel. To
test the robustness of this anti-correlation, we perform a
resampling 5000 times with a bootstrap method to cal-
culate the Pearson linear correlation coefficient (r). The
resulting r has a mean and a standard deviation of -0.77
and 0.08, respectively, indicating a strong and reliable
negative linear relation between ageM∗ and νLν,8/M∗.
The exclusion of the two outliers gives a slightly stronger
correlation with r = −0.84 ± 0.05. Thus, older popula-
tions heat the dust (and the PAHs), but result in lower
luminosities than younger stellar populations contain-
ing massive, UV–bright stars, as may be expected from
heuristic considerations. The trend is followed even by
the less reliable sources removed from our sample (Fig-
ure 4, left).
F657N (Hα), optical RGB, and IRAC4 images for
the two outliers of Figure 4, right, are shown in Fig-
ure 5. The F657N (Hα) images of NGC 4395 and NGC
1313 (Program: GO–13773; PI: Rupali Chandar) are
retrieved from the Hubble Legacy Archive6 (HLA). The
optical RGB images are created by combining F275W
(blue), F555W (green), and F814W (red) images. Both
outliers are located in crowded regions where the light
from the YSCs provides a minor contribution and the
other sources within the apertures show a range of colors
that may be indicative of a large range of ages. There-
fore, the stellar properties of the identified YSCs might
be not representative of other stellar objects within the
same IRAC4 aperture. Shell-like structures in the Hα
6 Based on observations made with the NASA/ESA Hubble
Space Telescope, and obtained from the Hubble Legacy Archive,
which is a collaboration between the Space Telescope Science In-
stitute (STScI/NASA), the Space Telescope European Coordinat-
ing Facility (ST-ECF/ESA) and the Canadian Astronomy Data
Centre (CADC/NRC/CSA).
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Figure 5. F657N (Hα; left), optical RGB (middle), and IRAC4 (right) images of two outliers in the right panel of Figure 4:
NGC 4395-S 622 (top) and NGC 1313-E 640 (bottom). NGC 4395-S and NGC 1313-E indicate the pointings, while the following
numbers are source ids of the central clusters in the corresponding Adamo et al. (2017) catalogs. The colors of the source ids
are the same as those of the corresponding points in the right panel of Figure 4. The RGB images are composed of the F275W
(blue), F555W (green), and F814W (red) images. The small red circles and large cyan circles are the same as Figure 2.
images and the green channel (F555W) of the optical
RGB images also suggest that they are both in regions
where the (ionized) gas and dust seem to have been
cleared away, resulting in low PAH/dust luminosities.
In the following analysis, we will focus on the main se-
quence formed by the final sample except the outliers.
Based on observations of z ∼ 2 SFGs, Shivaei et al.
(2017) reported an excess of νLν,8/LTIR (L7.7/LIR in
their paper) by a factor of ∼ 3 for galaxies older than 900
Myr compared to younger systems, which was attributed
to the delayed injection of carbon dust by AGB stars
(Galliano et al. 2008). Due to the lack of the LTIR mea-
surement, we are unable to examine how the νLν,8/LTIR
varies with age in our sample. However, we note that
the reported transition age (∼ 900 Myr) is larger than
most of the ageM∗ of our final sample, suggesting that
the local PAH abundance of our sources might not be
enriched by the current generation yet, even if the de-
layed injection of carbon dust indeed exists. Therefore,
in the following analysis, we assume an age-independent
PAH abundance for our sample.
5. COMPARISON WITH MODELS
To understand the main drivers of the trend and the
scatter of the observed ageM∗–νLν,8/M∗ correlation, we
combine models of stellar populations with models of
dust emission, through a simple set of assumptions. The
Starburst99 stellar population evolution model (Lei-
therer et al. 1999; Va´zquez & Leitherer 2005; Leitherer
et al. 2010, 2014) is used to generate SEDs of YSCs with
different ages. We consider an energy balance argument
in which the total luminosity of stellar light absorbed by
dust is equal to that of the dust emission in the mid-IR
and far-IR. Thus, by assuming a fixed dust absorption
fraction (fabs), we integrate the SEDs from UV to NIR
(912 A˚–2 µm) to obtain the total IR luminosity, i.e.,
LTIR = fabs
∫ 2µm
912A˚
Lλ dλ, (1)
in which Lλ represents the SED of the YSC. The Draine
& Li (2007) dust models are adopted to calculate the
8 µm luminosity fraction from the total IR luminosity
(νLν,8/LTIR). We choose the dust models with size
distributions that can reproduce the observed shape of
the Milky Way extinction curve but with different PAH
abundances (qPAH), i.e., MW3.1 00 (qPAH = 0.47%),
MW3.1 10 (1.12%), MW3.1 20 (1.77%), MW3.1 30
(2.50%), MW3.1 40 (3.19%), MW3.1 50 (3.90%), and
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MW3.1 60 (4.58%) in Draine & Li (2007)7. The qPAH
is defined as the mass fraction of the dust grains in the
form of PAHs containing less than 1000 carbon atoms.
These models are parameterized by a dimensionless scal-
ing factor U , which describes the energy density of the
local radiation field normalized by the interstellar radi-
ation field of the solar neighborhood given by Mathis
et al. (1983).
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Figure 6. νLν,8/LTIR as a function of U for dust models
with different qPAH, adapted from Draine & Li (2007). From
bottom to top, the curves represent models with increasing
qPAH. The blue shadow region denotes the U range of a PDR
excited by a 106 M star cluster, sampling an age range of
1–100 Myr.
We plot the νLν,8/LTIR ratios as a function of U for
dust models with different qPAH in Figure 6. Assuming
a PDR distance of ∼ 45 pc to the central star cluster,
which is estimated from the distance between the peaks
of FUV and 8 µm emission of a luminous H ii region with
M∗ ∼ 105 M (NGC 595) in M33 (Relan˜o & Kennicutt
2009), we create SEDs from Starburst99 for a stellar ob-
7 The suffixes of model labels represent the total C abundance
(per H nucleus) in ppm, e.g., MW3.1 60 means 60 ppm C/H in
PAHs in this model (Weingartner & Draine 2001). Since the pub-
lication of the Draine & Li (2007) model, observations have sug-
gested that the dust/gas ratio used in this model is systematically
overestimated (Aniano et al. 2020). Aniano et al. (2020) found a
typical correction of ∼ 0.62 should be applied to dust mass de-
rived from the Draine & Li (2007) model for their sample. Thus
the conversion from carbon abundance (in ppm) to qPAH should
be updated. This will change the C abundance for a given Draine
& Li (2007) model, while the qPAH is unaffected since it is a rel-
ative value in mass (B. T. Draine 2020, private communication).
For instance, the model with qPAH = 4.58% should correspond
to a C abundance of ∼ 0.62 × 60 ppm = 37 ppm C/H in PAHs.
Therefore, we caution that model labels like “MW3.1 60” quoted
here should be only treated as labels.
ject with M∗ = 106 M and an age in the range 1 Myr
to 100 Myr, and calculate the U range of its surrounding
PDR. As shown in Figure 6, the U range of this mas-
sive object covers the flat region of the U -νLν,8/LTIR
relation at which the PAH is entirely excited by single-
photon heating and thus the νLν,8/LTIR is independent
of U (Draine & Li 2007). Therefore, we assume a con-
stant value of U = 12 in our models. This assumption is
consistent with the estimated range of the mean U for
local galaxies derived via SED fitting with observations
from NIR to FIR and the Draine & Li (2007) dust model
(Draine et al. 2007). As a result, the νLν,8/LTIR is fixed
for each dust model and independent of the age of the
YSCs.
5.1. Variations in SSP Models
We first examine how the assumed simple stellar popu-
lation (SSP) models affect the PAH emission. The ingre-
dients in the SSP models considered here are the stellar
evolutionary tracks and metallicities, while the IMF is
fixed to the Kroupa (2001) one. We adopt five tracks
for the Starburst99 models we generate: GENEVA STD,
GENEVA HIGH, PADOVA STD, PADOVA AGB, and
GENEVA V00. The first and second tracks are the
Geneva models with standard (Schaller et al. 1992;
Schaerer et al. 1993a,b; Charbonnel et al. 1993) and high
(Meynet et al. 1994) mass loss rates, respectively. The
third and fourth tracks are the original Padova mod-
els (Bressan et al. 1993; Fagotto et al. 1994a,b; Girardi
et al. 2000) and the ones with thermally pulsing AGB
stars (Va´zquez & Leitherer 2005), respectively. The last
one is the updated Geneva models with zero rotation
(Ekstro¨m et al. 2012; Georgy et al. 2013; Leitherer et al.
2014). More details can be found in the online docu-
ment8 or the relevant literatures (Va´zquez & Leitherer
2005; Leitherer et al. 2014). Given that the metallici-
ties of 4 out of 5 selected galaxies are about half of the
solar metallicity (see Table 1), we only consider three
metallicities around this value: Z = 0.004, 0.008, 0.02.
Adopting a dust model with MW3.1 60 (qPAH =
4.58%), fabs = 1, and instantaneous star formation, we
run Starburst99 from 0.01 Myr to 500 Myr. fabs = 1
means that all the optical light is absorbed by dust. This
assumption would not be sensible given that clusters in
our sample are observed optically. However, we here aim
to maximize the PAH emission of each SSP model and
thus adopt fabs = 1 and the highest PAH fraction in
the Draine & Li (2007) dust model. We will show later
(Section 5.3 and Section 5.4) that varying the qPAH and
8 http://www.stsci.edu/science/starburst99/docs/run.
html
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Figure 7. νLν,8/M∗ as a function of ageM∗ for instanta-
neous star formation constructed from different SSP mod-
els. The underlying gray circles with errorbars are the same
as the data shown in the right panel of Figure 4. The
adopted SSP models are taken from Starburst99 and labeled
as IZxy where x indicates the stellar evolutionary tracks: 1 –
GENEVA STD, 2 – GENEVA HIGH, 3 – PADOVA STD, 4
– PADOVA AGB, 5 – GENEVA V00; y indicates the metal-
licity: 2 – 0.004 (except IZ52 for which Z = 0.002), 3 – 0.008,
4 – 0.02 (except IZ54 for which Z = 0.014).
fabs values chosen will only change the normalization
but not the shape of the relation derived from the mod-
els. The predicted relations between νLν,8/M∗ and ages
for different SSP models are shown in Figure 7. For a
fixed SSP model, the PAH emission increases slowly at
an ageM∗ of ∼ 1 Myr, reaches its maximum at an ageM∗
of ∼ 3 Myr, and then decreases rapidly toward the high-
ageM∗ end. It can be seen from Figure 7 that changing
either the evolutionary track or the metallicity of the
SSP models does not alter the normalized PAH emis-
sion significantly. Note that there are numerous young
sources laying below the (maximal) model predictions
plotted in Figure 7, we will discuss this scatter in Sec-
tion 5.3 and Section 5.4.
Previous works have demonstrated that there is a pos-
itive correlation between the PAH emission/abundance
and metallicity (e.g., Engelbracht et al. 2005; Madden
et al. 2006; Draine et al. 2007; Smith et al. 2007; Re´my-
Ruyer et al. 2015). Although we change the metallicity
of our tracks, we do not include the resulting metallicity-
dependent PAH abundance, which will be examined in
Section 5.3. The conclusion we can draw from Figure 7
is that the change in metallicity in the SSP model does
not significantly alter the PAH emission in term of input
energy.
5.2. Variations in SFH
Due to the fact that the aperture used for IRAC4 pho-
tometry (3 pixels or 2.′′25) always encloses more than one
stellar object, the observed PAH emission might arise
from YSCs with different ages. Although we have ap-
plied a criterion that limits the age difference of the
YSCs (agemax/agemin ≤ 3), it is still possible that Lν,8
receives additional contributions from young stellar ob-
jects that are not in our sample due to their UV-to-I
photometry (i.e., detections in less than 4 bands) or un-
acceptable SED fitting results (Q ≤ 0.001). Thus, it is
reasonable to use complex stellar populations to model
the observations, especially for the old objects that lie
above all the model predictions plotted in Figure 7.
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Figure 8. νLν,8/M∗ as a function of ageM∗ for different
SFHs. The underlying gray circles with errorbars are the
same as the data shown in the right panel of Figure 4. The
adopted SSP models are a combination of the Geneva tracks
with zero rotation and Z = 0.002, 0.008, 0.014, i.e., IZ52,
IZ53, and IZ54, respectively. The dashed curves indicate
model predictions from instantaneous star formation, while
the solid curves are derived based on continuous star forma-
tion. Due to the similarity between IZ53 and IZ54 models,
the blue curves are hidden underneath the cyan curves.
For simplicity, we consider a continuous star formation
model with a SFR of 1 M yr−1. It is important to note
that the predictions of the ageM∗–νLν,8/M∗ relation are
independent of the SFR assumed here, because ageM∗ is
weighted by M∗ and the PAH emission is normalized by
M∗. The Geneva tracks with zero rotation (GENEVA
V00 in Starburst99) are adopted as our default tracks.
Three metallicities (Z = 0.002, 0.008, 0.014) are used to
run the code. Again, a dust model of MW3.1 60 (qPAH =
4.58%) and a dust absorption fraction of fabs = 1 are
assumed when computing νLν,8 in order to minimize the
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number of free parameters. In Figure 8, we show the
comparison of the predicted PAH emission for different
star formation histories (SFHs).
As concluded in the previous section, the assumed
metallicity in the stellar SED dose not have a strong ef-
fect on the output total UV-to-NIR luminosity, and thus
the PAH emission. For young objects with an ageM∗ . 5
Myr, the strength of the PAH emission does not change
with the SFH. However, for an ageM∗ & 5 Myr, a con-
tinuous star formation model can greatly enhance the
PAH emission, and this enhancement increases with the
increasing age of the population. In case of multiple
star clusters within one aperture, we find that, at fixed
ageM∗ , the total PAH emission of star clusters with dif-
ferent ages tends to be stronger than that of clusters
with similar ages, especially for large ageM∗ . This trend
is also suggested by the sources with agemax/agemin > 3
(pink hexagons) in the left panel of Figure 4.
5.3. Variations in Dust Models
In the previous subsections, we only consider the dust
model with qPAH = 4.58%, and find that the predicted
PAH luminosity only matches a small part of the ob-
servations. As shown in Figure 6, varying the qPAH can
significantly change the νLν,8/LTIR, and thus the nor-
malized 8 µm luminosity. Here, we go further to see how
the selection of dust models (i.e., qPAH) influences the
ageM∗–νLν,8/M∗ relation.
Assuming our fiducial Geneva tracks with zero rota-
tion and Z = 0.008, we run Starburst99 with both in-
stantaneous and continuous (SFR = 1 M yr−1) star
formation. The model predictions for these two SFHs
are shown in Figure 9. The change in qPAH from 0.47%
to 4.58% elevates the νLν,8/M∗ by an order of magni-
tude as expected. What is not expected is that the range
of qPAH brackets the entire scatter observed in the rela-
tion between νLν,8/M∗ and ageM∗ . Re´my-Ruyer et al.
(2015) indicated that a global qPAH of 4.58% (the Milky
Way PAH abundance) is suitable for these galaxies
with sub-solar metallicity. Particularly, for NGC7793,
qPAH = 4.30
+0.32
−0.37 was derived in Re´my-Ruyer et al.
(2015), while for NGC4449, the global qPAH is ∼ 2%,
3.02+0.14−0.09, and ∼ 3.2% from Karczewski et al. (2013),
Re´my-Ruyer et al. (2015), and Calzetti et al. (2018),
respectively.
For the instantaneous starburst case, the observations
of the youngest populations (ageM∗ . 10 Myr) can
be explained by models with various PAH abundances,
whereas for older populations (ageM∗ ∼ 100 Myr), some
sources exhibit a significant enhancement of PAH emis-
sion compared to the model predictions. For the con-
tinuous star formation, the predicted νLν,8/M∗ is in
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Figure 9. νLν,8/M∗ as a function of ageM∗ derived from
instantaneous (top) and continuous (bottom) star formation
for different dust models. The underlying gray circles with
errorbars are the same as the data shown in the right panel
of Figure 4. The adopted SSP models are a combination of
the Geneva tracks with zero rotation and Z = 0.008 (IZ53).
In each case, from bottom to top, the curves correspond to
dust models with increasing qPAH. In the top panel, the
orange, lime, and brown open circles indicate three sources
located above the model predictions, while the filled circles
with errorbars show the locations of the same sources after
their SEDs have been fitted with the addition of the narrow-
band Hα fluxes. The blue filled circle with errorbar denotes
the location for aperture of NGC1313-W 1871 if only the
younger cluster (NGC1313-W 1894, marked as blue circle in
Figure 11) is considered. The orange solid line connects the
blue filled circle with the orange filled circle, indicating that
the latter one is the parent of the former one. See Section
6.1 for further discussion.
good agreement with the observations up to an ageM∗
of ∼ 200 Myr. These results suggest that additional
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heating sources of PAH emission enclosed by the IRAC4
aperture might be missed by our YSC selection, espe-
cially for sources with large ageM∗ . Further discussion
about sources with excess PAH emission is presented in
Section 6.1.
5.4. Variations in Dust Absorption Fraction
Finally, we fix the SSP model (GENEVA V00 and
Z = 0.008), the SFH (instantaneous star formation and
continuous star formation with SFR = 1 M yr−1), and
the dust model (qPAH = 4.58%), and vary fabs from 0.1
to 0.9 (Figure 10). Here fabs is the fraction of UV-to-
NIR stellar light absorbed by dust and re-emitted in the
IR, as indicated in Equation (1). Similar to the varia-
tions in the dust models, the predicted PAH emission
reproduces the observed scatter in the data, while the
effect of increasing fabs is very similar to that of increas-
ing qPAH.
Because we have assumed a fixed U for a given dust
model, a constant νLν,8/LTIR is assigned to each dust
model. Therefore, the role of fabs in determining Lν,8
is the same as that of qPAH although they occur under
different conditions. In other words, in the current mod-
els, fabs is completely degenerate with qPAH. However,
given the small range of metallicity variation in our sam-
ple of 5 galaxies, and recalling that the PAH emission
is approximately proportional to the metallicity (Re´my-
Ruyer et al. 2015), we should expect a small variation
in qPAH. Thus we tend to favor variations in fabs as
the main reason for the observed scatter in νLν,8/M∗ at
fixed ageM∗ .
Both Figure 9 and Figure 10 suggest that our obser-
vations are better described by an instantaneous burst
model for ages below ∼107 yr, and by continuous star
formation for ages above ∼107 yr, after including the
effects of varying qPAH and/or fabs. This result is sup-
ported by SFH studies based on color-magnitude dia-
grams. NGC 4449 and NGC3738 are found to have ap-
proximately constant SFHs in the last 200 Myr (Cignoni
et al. 2018; Sacchi et al. 2018; Cignoni et al. 2019). Sac-
chi et al. (2019) also reported that the SFH of NGC
7793, which contributes 40% of our final sample (see Ta-
ble 1), is not bursty and suggests an inside-out star for-
mation in this galaxy. Further discussion can be found
in Appendix B where we demonstrate that complex stel-
lar populations is still needed to explain the observations
of some of our sources.
5.5. Variations in Hardness of Local Radiation Field
The Draine & Li (2007) dust model assumes a fixed
spectral shape for the local radiation field (i.e., the
shape is the one of the solar neighborhood, estimated
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Figure 10. νLν,8/M∗ as a function of ageM∗ for differ-
ent dust absorption fractions fabs. The underlying gray cir-
cles with errorbars are the same as the data shown in the
right panel of Figure 4. The adopted SSP models are a
combination of the Geneva tracks with zero rotation and
Z = 0.008 (IZ53), together with instantaneous (top) and
continuous (bottom) star formation and a dust model with
qPAH = 4.58%. In each panel, from bottom to top, the curves
indicate model predictions of increasing fabs from 0.1 to 0.9.
by Mathis et al. 1983) and ignores its variations. As the
stellar populations age, the extant model only considers
the decrease in the amount of input energy, but ignores
the variations in the hardness of the local radiation field.
The radiative cross section of the PAHs (e.g., Figure 1
in Draine 2011) is wavelength-dependent and increases
toward the UV, which means that for young star clus-
ters with massive OB stars, and thus more UV photons,
the absorption/emission of the PAHs will be enhanced.
Since the effect on the absorption is included in fabs and
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discussed above, here we only consider the effect on the
emission in term of νLν,8/LTIR, which increases for a
harder starlight spectrum.
Draine (2011) reported that νLν,8/LTIR increases by a
factor of 1.57 compared to the Draine & Li (2007) model
if the assumed spectrum is replaced by a 2×104 K black-
body (cut off at 13.6 eV). This factor will only slightly
boost the predicted νLν,8/M∗ at the small-ageM∗ end,
implying a subtle effect on the overall trend of the pre-
dicted ageM∗–νLν,8/M∗ relation. Furthermore, as the
starlight travels through H ii regions before heating the
PDR, dust in the H ii regions will soften the starlight
and reduce the difference between the assumed Mathis
et al. (1983) spectrum and the one from a central young
star cluster. Thus, the presence of a harder local ra-
diation field might slightly enhance the PAH emission
for young star clusters and contribute to the observed
scatter, but is not expected to be the main driver of the
overall trend observed in Figure 4.
5.6. The Choice of YSC Catalogs
As mentioned in Section 2.2, the YSC catalogs pro-
vided by Adamo et al. (2017) include 12 catalogs for each
galaxy, resulting from the combination of two aperture
correction methods, two stellar libraries, and three ex-
tinction/attenuation schemes. The fiducial ones used in
this work are derived from SED fitting with the Geneva
tracks without rotation and the Milky Way extinction
curve of Cardelli et al. (1989) based on photometry from
average aperture correction. Here we test whether the
choice of YSC catalogs changes our results.
We take the catalogs generated from the Padova-AGB
tracks with the Cardelli et al. (1989) extinction curve
and average aperture correction to test the choice of the
stellar libraries. Based on the IRAC4 counterparts iden-
tified visually, we redo all the calculations except for the
IRAC4 photometry. The median and corresponding 1-
σ scatter of the ratios between the new values and the
fiducial ones are 1.00+0.02−0.03 and 1.00
+0.03
−0.12 for log ageM∗
and log(νLν,8/M∗), respectively. The overall distribu-
tion of these sources on the ageM∗–νLν,8/M∗ plane re-
mains nearly unchanged. The model predictions of the
ageM∗–νLν,8/M∗ relations with varying qPAH or fabs still
cover all the observations for a continuous star forma-
tion, while two more sources with ageM∗ > 40 Myr move
beyond the predicted curve of qPAH = 4.58% for an
instantaneous star formation. Therefore, the choice of
evolutionary tracks in the SED fitting has no significant
impact on our results.
Similarly, replacing the Cardelli et al. (1989) extinc-
tion with the starburst attenuation law of Calzetti et al.
(2000) results in small changes around the fiducial values
in either ageM∗ or νLν,8/M∗ for the two extinction as-
sumptions (i.e, that the ionized gas has either the same
or higher attenuation than the stars).
In regard to the aperture correction method, the av-
erage one changes the normalization of the SED of the
YSCs but not the shape, thus only M∗ is affected, and
age and extinction remain mostly unchanged after the
correction (Adamo et al. 2017). Conversely, the con-
centration index (CI) based correction changes both the
normalization and the shape of the SED, so that M∗,
age, and extinction are all affected. However, these
physical properties derived from the CI-based aperture
correction show overall agreement with those derived
from the average-based one, with some scatter (Adamo
et al. 2017; Cook et al. 2019). When we use the cata-
logs with the CI-based aperture correction, a slightly
larger scatter around the fiducial values is found for
both ageM∗ and νLν,8/M∗. The median and the 1-σ
scatter are 1.00+0.02−0.05 and 1.00
+0.11
−0.06 for log ageM∗ and
log(νLν,8/M∗), respectively. Such scatters do not sig-
nificantly change the overall distribution of our sources
on the ageM∗–νLν,8/M∗ plane. Therefore, our conclu-
sions drawn from the fiducial catalogs are not impacted
by the choice of YSC catalogs.
6. DISCUSSION
6.1. PAH Emission Excess
In the last section, we have demonstrated that both
qPAH and fabs play similar roles in predicting the PAH
emission. In principle, under the frame of instantaneous
star formation, the combination of these two parame-
ters can explain all the observations below the model
predictions of the ageM∗–νLν,8/M∗ relation presented
in Figure 9, even for the two we labeled as outliers in
Section 4. For example, assuming qPAH = 2.50%, fabs
should be 0.032 and 0.003 to match the observations of
NGC 1313-E 640 and NGC 4395-S 622, respectively.
However, for the IRAC4 sources located above the
model predictions, it is difficult to reconcile them with
our simple model. In Section 5.3 we argue that such
PAH excess indicates additional heating sources that
might be missed by our YSC selection. In order to un-
derstand this PAH excess, we mark three 8 µm sources
located above the model predictions of instantaneous
star formation as colored open circles in the top panel
of Figure 9. The Hα, optical RGB, and IRAC4 cutouts
of these sources are shown in Figure 11. Two of them are
from NGC 1313, while the other one is from NGC 4449.
The Hα images are retrieved from the HLA: F657N for
NGC 1313 (Program: GO–13773; PI: Rupali Chandar),
and F658N for NGC 4449 (Program: GO–10585; PI:
Alessandra Aloisi).
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Figure 11. Hα (left), optical RGB (middle) and IRAC4 (right) images of three sources with excess PAH emission compared
to models. The optical RGB images are created from UV (F275W, blue), V (F555W; green), and I (F814W; red) bands. The
symbols are the same as in Figure 5 except for the small blue circle in the top row, which is highlighted for discussion. The
colors of the source ids are the same as those of the open circles denoting their locations in the νLν,8/M∗–ageM∗ plane in the
top panel of Figure 9.
We first attempt to use the identified YSCs alone to
explain the PAH emission excess by performing SED fit-
ting with additional Hα photometry. There are 4 clus-
ters within the IRAC4 apertures plotted in Figure 11.
We measure Hα fluxes of these clusters following the
photometry method described in Adamo et al. (2017).
Due to the comparable spatial resolution of the Hα im-
ages to the broad band images of the LEGUS survey, the
isolated star cluster samples identified by Adamo et al.
(2017) are adopted to construct the growth curves, and
thus the average aperture corrections. Small offsets be-
tween the coordinates of the Hα and LEGUS images
recovered by the World Coordinate System information
are corrected utilizing IRAF tasks. We have applied
our photometry code to the LEGUS images and find
good agreement between our measurements and those
retrieved from the Adamo et al. (2017) catalogs.
The model photometry for SED fitting is generated
from the Yggdrasil population synthesis code (Zackris-
son et al. 2011) in which a Kroupa (2001) IMF is as-
sumed. To match the catalogs adopted, we use the
Geneva tracks without rotation, together with metallici-
ties of Z = 0.004, 0.008, 0.02. The Milky Way extinction
curve of Cardelli et al. (1989) is adopted, while E(B−V )
varies from 0 to 1.5 in step of 0.01. For nebular emission,
a covering factor of 0.5 is assumed. A χ2 minimization
is implemented to obtain the best-fit model.
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We plot the results from the newly fitted M∗ and
age, which include Hα measurements in the top panel
of Figure 9 as filled circles with errorbars with the
same colors as the corresponding open circles. Adding
the narrow band fluxes in Hα does not change sig-
nificantly M∗ and age for 3 out of the 4 clusters.
For the first IRAC4 source plotted in Figure 11 (i.e.,
NGC1313-W 1871), 2 identified YSCs are enclosed by
the aperture. Comparing with the best-fit results ex-
tracted from the Adamo et al. (2017) catalogs, the
central one (NGC1313-W 1871, marked as red circle)
has a similar M∗ (8594+1686−1046 M and 9376
+1645
−851 M)
and age (200+100−0 Myr and 400
+0
−200 Myr), while the
one near the aperture edge (NGC1313-W 1894, marked
as blue circle) shows great changes in both M∗ (from
40570+3020−29020 M to 6356
+440
−215 M) and age (from 100
+0
−85
Myr to 7+0−0 Myr). The inclusion of Hα fluxes in the SED
fitting results in a slightly larger ageM∗ but a smaller to-
tal M∗ compared to the ones based on the Adamo et al.
(2017) catalog. According to the new fitting results,
NGC1313-W 1894 (agebest = 7 Myr) is much younger
than NGC1313-W 1871 (agebest = 400 Myr). Thus, the
8 µm luminosity of that source should be dominated by
NGC1313-W 1894. If we attribute all 8 µm emission
to NGC1313-W 1894, the new location of this source is
marked by a blue filled circle and an errorbar in the top
panel of Figure 9, which is consistent with the model
prediction within the uncertainty. Therefore, with the
aid of additional narrow band photometry, the PAH ex-
cess of NGC1313-W 1871 can be explained by a much
younger YSC within the same IRAC4 aperture.
However, for the other two sources (NGC1313-E 116
and NGC4449 885), the new fitting results do not sig-
nificantly alter the original locations. Even if we use
the photometry applying the CI-based aperture correc-
tion, such PAH excess still exists. NGC1313-E 116 has
a fU,sel/fU,ap value of 10%, which just passes the second
criterion listed in Section 4. If the CI-based photometry
is used, fU,sel/fU,ap is only 7.6%, indicating that a large
fraction of U-band flux is contributed by other stellar ob-
jects within the same IRAC4 aperture and this source
would be removed from our final sample. For NGC4449
885, the CI-based photometry results in a larger age
and a smaller νLν,8/M∗ value, but it still lies above the
model predictions significantly. Therefore, the identi-
fied YSCs alone cannot explain the observed PAH ex-
cesses. The ages of the two star clusters covered by
these two IRAC4 sources are both ∼ 200 − 300 Myr
and our measurements should not be as high in νLν,8 as
observed. We speculate that additional younger (and,
possibly, dust embedded) clusters missed by our YSC
selections or detections in the Adamo et al. (2017) cat-
alogs might account for the PAH excess.
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Figure 12. Composite model predictions of the ageM∗–
νLν,8/M∗ relation for two YSCs with different M∗ and ages.
The prediction for a single cluster derived from an instan-
taneous star formation (thick black solid curve) is used to
calculate νLν,8 for clusters with a given M∗ and age. The
adopted model parameters are the same as in the top panel
of Figure 9 except that only the model with qPAH = 4.58%
is used. For the two YSCs, the first one (with subscript of
“1”) is fixed to be 300 Myr old, while the age of the sec-
ond one (with subscript of “2”) varies from 1 Myr to 500
Myr. The combined ageM∗ and νLν,8/M∗ are computed for
a mass ratio of M∗,2/M∗,1 = 0.01 ∼ 100. The red “x” and
star indicate the predictions where the second cluster is 5
and 300 Myr old, respectively, while the black arrow denotes
the direction of increasing age2.
To demonstrate this possibility, we calculate the
model predictions of the ageM∗–νLν,8/M∗ relation for
the combination of two YSCs based on the relation of
an instantaneous starburst model with qPAH = 4.58%
(Figure 9). The age of the first cluster is set to 300
Myr that is the same as the two clusters with PAH ex-
cess, while the second one has an age that varies from
1 Myr to 500 Myr. The mass ratio of the new clusters
changes from 0.01 to 100. In Figure 12 we show how
the resulting relations vary with different mass ratios.
Clearly, the combination of a 300 Myr old cluster with
a younger cluster (i.e., the predictions before the red
star) will lead to a significant excess of PAH emission,
irrespective of the mass ratio. For instance, in the case
of M∗,2/M∗,1 = 0.01, young individual stars/stellar as-
sociations with an age of 5 Myr (red “x” in Figure 12)
and M∗ ≈ 60 M, 190 M are massive enough to boost
the PAH emission beyond the model significantly for
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NGC1313-E 116 and NGC4449 885, respectively. Sev-
eral blue point-like sources can be identified within the
IRAC4 apertures of NGC1313-E 116 and NGC4449 885
by inspection of the optical RGB images in Figure 11.
Therefore, we expect that such blue stellar objects or
others with heavy obscuration might contribute to the
observed PAH emission excesses of these two sources.
Such an excess of PAH emission due to nearby young
stellar objects might also happen to young star clusters.
However, due to the similar age and M∗/LI to the main
clusters, the effect would be naturally included by the
mass correction. If the missed stellar objects are older
than those used in age-dating, the mass correction be-
comes problematic and thus the PAH emission excess
arises. As a result, the PAH emission excess should be
more serious towards high-ageM∗ , which is what we ob-
serve in Figure 9.
6.2. Missing 8 µm Flux
Our 8 µm photometry is performed within the aper-
ture with a radius of 2.′′25, which corresponds to a phys-
ical radius of ∼30–50 pc for our selected galaxies. For
less massive star associations or clusters, we believe that
this aperture is large enough to enclose most of the 8
µm fluxes after applying the aperture correction (e.g.,
Hunt & Hirashita 2009; Lawton et al. 2010). However,
for those super star clusters that are powerful enough
to ionize a large H ii region, the fixed ∼ 50 pc aperture
might miss the 8 µm flux at some level, leading to an un-
derestimation of νLν,8. For instance, in the most active
H ii region in the Large Magellanic Cloud (30 Doradus),
the distance between PDR clouds and the main ionizing
cluster ranges from ∼11 to 80 pc (Chevance et al. 2016).
Given the current data, the fraction of missing 8 µm flux
by the fixed aperture is very difficult to estimate, and
completely degenerates with fabs. The effect of miss-
ing the 8 µm flux is equivalent to that of varying fabs,
and might be another possible reason for the observed
scatter of the ageM∗–νLν,8/M∗ relation.
6.3. Effects of the Undetected Stellar Objects
The mass correction described in Section 3.3 assumes
that stellar objects (star clusters and field stars) within
the same IRAC4 aperture are same-age stellar popula-
tions. If the ages of the undetected stellar objects (e.g.,
individual field stars or undetected star clusters) are sig-
nificantly different from the detected ones, the mass cor-
rection might be problematic.
Here, we consider two cases: (a) the detected star
clusters are much younger than undetected stellar ob-
jects; (b) the detected star clusters are much older than
undetected stellar objects. In the first case, only the de-
tected young star clusters contribute to the PAH emis-
sion, while the total M∗ related to the PAH emission
will be overestimated after mass correction due to the
existence of field stars. Thus the undetected old stellar
objects might be another reason for the observed scat-
ter of the ageM∗–νLν,8/M∗ relation. The two outliers
shown in Figure 5 might belong to this case. In the
second case, the observed PAH emission excited by the
undetected objects might be attributed to the old star
clusters, leading to a mismatch of the excited sources
of PAH emission and the derived stellar properties. In
fact, this should be the reason for the observed PAH
emission excess discussed in Section 6.1, but only af-
fects those sources with large ageM∗ . In Appendix B we
discuss extensively the effects of the undetected stellar
populations via the SED fitting using the total fluxes
within the aperture.
6.4. Upper Limits for Age–PAH Emission Relation
We have demonstrated that the ageM∗–νLν,8/M∗ re-
lation strongly depends on the PAH abundance and the
dust absorption fraction. Even after fixing the PAH
abundance using metallicity constraints, it is very dif-
ficult to predict the amount of PAH emission for clus-
ters at a given age. It is, however, noteworthy that the
model predictions with the highest PAH abundance set
an excellent upper limit for the observations, especially
for star clusters younger than 10 Myr. Therefore, we fit
the model relations derived from a combination of the
Geneva tracks with zero rotation and Z = 0.008, to-
gether with qPAH = 4.58% and fabs = 1, to provide an
upper limit to the PAH emission at a given age. Setting
x = log(ageM∗ [yr]) and y = log(νLν,8/M∗[L/M]),
we fit the curves with a piecewise function comprised
of one constant and two second-order polynomials using
the Python version of MPFIT9 (Markwardt 2009). The
best-fit results for ageM∗ in the range 4 Myr to 200 Myr
are
y =

2.0678, 4 < x < 5.6853,
9.9586− 2.8227x+ 0.2524x2,
5.6853 < x < 6.4786,
19.8870− 3.8614x+ 0.1761x2,
6.4786 < x < 8.3010
(2)
9 https://code.google.com/archive/p/astrolibpy/
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and
y =

2.0960, 4 < x < 6,
−35.4200 + 11.9823x− 0.9549x2,
6 < x < 6.6839,
5.3867− 0.2282x− 0.0415x2,
6.6839 < x < 8.3010
(3)
for the instantaneous and continuous star formation
models, respectively. These two functions recover the
model predictions within 1%.
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Figure 13. Best-fit results of the predicted ageM∗–
νLν,8/M∗ relation for the instantaneous and continuous star
formation models. The predicted relations are derived from
a combination of the Geneva tracks with zero rotation and
Z = 0.008 (IZ53), together with qPAH = 4.58% and fabs = 1.
The underlying gray circles with errorbars are the same as
the data shown in the right panel of Figure 4.
In Figure 13 we show these best-fit results, overplotted
with our sample. The derived function for the contin-
uous star formation model agrees well with the upper
limit of our data, while the one from the instantaneous
star formation model also gives a good description for
the upper boundary of the data. Thus, Equation (2)
and (3) can be used to estimate the maximum of PAH
emission for either a single star cluster or a star form-
ing region with either constant or instantaneous SFR
at a given age. We stress that these relations are in-
dependent of stellar mass and SFR, provided that the
measured νLν,8 is normalized by the underlying stellar
mass.
7. SUMMARY
In this work, we construct a sample of YSCs with
Spitzer IRAC4 (8 µm) counterparts from 5 galaxies
within 5 Mpc based on the public YSC catalogs from
LEGUS (Adamo et al. 2017). We investigate the relation
between the mass-weighted ages (ageM∗) of star clusters
and the mass-normalized 8 µm luminosities (νLν,8/M∗),
and construct simple models to explain the observed
trend and the scatter.
We obtain an anti-correlation with a Pearson corre-
lation coefficient of r = −0.84 ± 0.05 between ageM∗
and νLν,8/M∗ in which the normalized 8 µm luminosi-
ties decrease for older star clusters, indicating that dust
(and PAHs) heating by older stellar populations result
in lower luminosities compared to younger populations.
In modeling the trend, we find that the assumed SSP
model does not have a significant effect on the strength
of the PAH emission due to the nearly unchanged total
UV–NIR luminosity for different choices of the evolu-
tionary tracks or stellar metallicities. When continuous
star formation with constant SFR is considered, we find
a significant enhancement of the PAH emission at an
ageM∗ & 5 Myr, below which the strength of PAH emis-
sion is similar to that of the instantaneous star formation
model.
The PAH abundance in the dust model and the as-
sumed dust absorption fraction play the same role in
determining the νLν,8/M∗; the changes in these two pa-
rameters can result in variations of νLν,8/M∗ of about
one order of magnitude within the parameter ranges ex-
plored in this work (i.e., qPAH = 0.47% − 4.58% and
fabs = 0.1 − 1). A varying qPAH or fabs with a con-
tinuous star formation model is able to cover nearly all
the observations, irrespective of the assumed SFR. The
instantaneous starburst model cannot explain the PAH
emission excess of several sources older than 108 yr, even
if the highest qPAH and fabs are assumed.
Finally, we fit the model predictions for both the in-
stantaneous and continuous star formation scenarios to
give analytical descriptions of the upper limits to the
data and their trends. The reported formulas are suit-
able to estimate the maximum PAH emission at a given
age.
The main limitation to this study is the low spatial res-
olution of the Spitzer IRAC4 images, which prevents the
measurement of the PAH emission that arises from the
PDR of individual star clusters. Moreover, our selected
8 µm sources are biased toward bright sources, especially
for old stellar population, preventing us from obtaining
observations much below the upper limits given in Sec-
tion 6.4 and studying the dependences of the PAH–age
relation on other physical properties, such as the gas-
phase metallicity (e.g., Draine et al. 2007; Smith et al.
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2007; Re´my-Ruyer et al. 2015), ionization level (e.g.,
Madden et al. 2006; Gordon et al. 2008; Lebouteiller
et al. 2011), and luminosity of the H ii region (Binder &
Povich 2018).
The JWST will be launched in the near future. The
MIRI instrument will be able to observe galaxies at un-
precedented sensitivity levels and subarcsecond spatial
resolution in the wavelength range of 5–28.5 µm (Rieke
et al. 2015). First, the degeneracy between qPAH and
fabs can be disentangled if either qPAH is determined
using MIR spectra observed via MIRI or fabs is derived
from MIR photometry based on the empirical estimation
of the total IR luminosity (e.g., Boquien et al. 2010; El-
baz et al. 2010; Lin et al. 2016). Furthermore, a combi-
nation of these high spatial resolution observations with
spectra of H ii regions (e.g., Berg et al. 2015; Croxall
et al. 2016; Lin et al. 2017; Hu et al. 2018) or integral
field spectroscopy observations (Sa´nchez et al. 2012) in
nearby galaxies will enable us to investigate whether and
how the PAH–age relation depends on local environment
at the star cluster scale.
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APPENDIX
A. CI TEST FOR IRAC4 PHOTOMETRY
Our 8 µm photometry adopts the average aperture correction based on isolated reference samples (see Section 3.2).
The reference sample of each galaxy should have enough number of isolated sources to provide robust estimate of the
correction. However, given the poor spatial resolution of IRAC4 images, the number of 8 µm sources that are isolated
enough to construct growth curve and thus average aperture correction is very limited for each galaxy. Thus, one
worry is whether the reference sample we select is representative or not. Here we present a simple test to make sure
that the reference samples and our final sample have similar CI distributions.
The LEGUS pipeline defines CI as the difference between magnitudes measured within a radius of 1 pixel and 3
pixels, i.e., CI ≡ mag(1 px)−mag(3 px), for star clusters (Adamo et al. 2017; Cook et al. 2019). Given that the
FWHM of the IRAC4 PSF is ∼ 2′′ (∼ 3 pixels), such definition might be not suitable for the IRAC4 images. The
optical images have a PSF of ∼ 2 pixels, thus we adopt the optical CI definition in units of PSF to obtain the scaled
IRAC4 CI which is defined as CI ≡ mag(1.5 px)−mag(4.5 px).
In Figure 14 we show the CI distributions for our targets and the reference sample. Our targets plotted in Figure
14 is a subsample of 146 sources within which all sources have a clear profile out to 4.5 pixels to ensure a robust
measurement of CI. Although the distributions of the reference sample and the selected targets show slight difference,
a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test results in a p-value of 0.26 (> 0.05), suggesting that the difference between the two CI
distributions is not significant. Therefore, we believe that the average corrections constructed from this reference
sample are representative for our final sample.
B. SED FITTING WITH TOTAL FLUXES WITHIN THE IRAC4 APERTURE
As mentioned in Section 5.2, the adopted IRAC4 apertures always contain more than one stellar object, and thus our
observations might be better described by complex stellar populations. In Section 5.3 and Section 5.4, we show that
with varying qPAH and/or fabs, the continuous star formation models are consistent with almost all the observations.
However, all these observations are the combination of stellar properties (i.e, stellar mass and age of star clusters)
derived for individual clusters and 8 µm luminosities integrated across an aperture of 2.′′25. Although additional mass
corrections (Section 3.3) and criteria (Section 4) are applied to reduce the uncertainties arisen from the difference
in aperture, here we go further to check how the undetected stellar objects within the same aperture influence the
estimation of stellar properties and which SFH is a better description of the photometry by performing the SED fitting
using the total fluxes within the 2.′′25 aperture.
We measure the total fluxes within the same aperture as the one used for the IRAC4 photometry on the images of the
five LEGUS broad bands and the Hα narrow band. All Hα images are retrieved from the HLA: F657N for NGC 7793,
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Figure 14. CI distributions for our sample and the reference sample used to construct the growth curves.
NGC 4395, and NGC 1313 (Program GO–13773; PI: Rupali Chandar); F658N for NGC 4449 (Program: GO–10585;
PI: Alessandra Aloisi), and NGC 3738 (Program: 9892; PI: Rolf Jansen). These aperture fluxes are directly fed to the
SED fitting based on the χ2 minimization approach. We consider both instantaneous and continuous star formation
models for which most of the assumptions are the same as those described in Section 6.1, except that a fixed stellar
metallicity of Z = 0.02 is adopted. All 146 IRAC4 isolated regions are included in this new measurement and fitting.
Because of the small uncertainties in our photometry (∼0.03 mag), which are about half the uncertainty in the
photometry of individual star clusters (∼0.06 mag), neither the instantaneous nor the continuous star formation model
provide acceptable best-fit results (i.e., Q > 0.001) for most of our sources. Among the 97 sources in our final sample,
only 10 and 9 of them have acceptable best-fit results within the uncertainties of the measured aperture photometry
for the instantaneous and continuous star formation models, respectively; these numbers are 18 and 15, respectively,
for the whole 146 sample. Assuming that our small photometric uncertainties reflect the actual measurements, the
high fraction of unacceptable best-fit results might imply that both the instantaneous and continuous star formation
models are too simple to describe the stellar populations within the IRAC4 aperture.
However, it is still valuable to compare the stellar parameters derived from the best-fits of individual star clusters
with those of our IRAC4 regions. In Figure 15 we present the comparisons of stellar mass and age between the results
based on the Adamo et al. (2017) catalogs (ageM∗ and M∗,catalog) and those derived from new SED fitting using the
total fluxes within the IRAC4 aperture (M∗,ap and ageap). Sources with acceptable and unacceptable best-fit results
are distinguished by different colors. The means and standard deviations of the ratios between the new fitting values
and the catalog values for our final sample are also listed in the figure.
There appear to be no significant differences between source with acceptable and unacceptable best-fit results in
terms of the comparisons between M∗,ap (ageap) and M∗,catalog (ageM∗). The additional criteria given in Section
4 significantly reduce the number of mismatched sources that might have large differences in the estimated stellar
properties between our defined ones (ageM∗ and M∗,catalog) and those from the new fitting. For our final sample of 97
sources, the derived M∗,catalog is in good agreement with M∗,ap regardless of the adopted SFHs. Therefore, the mass
correction described in Section 3.3 is able to provide reliable mass estimation within the IRAC4 aperture.
The situation is more complex for the age. When instantaneous star formation is assumed, ageM∗ gives a nearly
unbiased estimation of ageap with slightly large scatter. However, ageM∗ tends to overestimate ageap for sources with
large ageM∗ , including the three sources with the PAH emission excess discussed in Section 6.1. When continuous star
formation models is adopted, our ageM∗ tends to underestimate ageap for several “young” sources.
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Figure 15. Comparisons of M∗ (left) and age (right) between results retrieved from the Adamo et al. (2017) catalogs (M∗,catalog
and ageM∗) and the new fitting results (M∗,ap and ageap) assuming instantaneous (top) and continuous (bottom) star formation
models. The filled circles represent our final sample of 97 sources, while the open cyan diamonds are those sources excluded
by three criteria given in Section 4. The red filled circles and open diamonds indicate sources with acceptable best-fit results
(i.e., Q > 0.001). In each panel, the mean and standard deviation of the ratio between the two parameters for the final sample
are listed at the upper left corner. The open squares are two outliers shown in Figure 5, while the open circles indicate three
sources located above the instantaneous star formation models shown in Figure 9 and 11. The colors of these symbols are the
same as those of the source ids in the corresponding figures. The black solid lines are the one-to-one relations, and the dashed
ones denote a factor of 5 around the one-to-one lines .
The measured aperture fluxes are from both the detected star clusters/associations listed in the Adamo et al. (2017)
catalogs and the undetected stellar objects (field stars or faint stars clusters). Thus the differences between ageM∗ and
ageap should result from the differences between the ages of the detected and undetected populations. We consider
three cases: (a) the detected and undetected populations have nearly the same ages; (b) the detected star clusters are
much younger than the undetected stellar objects; (c) the detected star clusters are much older than the undetected
stellar objects. In the first case, for our 8 µm-selected sources, ageap derived from both SFHs should be similar to
ageM∗ , and the stellar populations in the aperture should be very young. This represents most of our sources with
ageM∗ ∼ 1–10 Myr whose ageap are consistent with ageM∗ regardless of the SFHs. In the second case, the detected
clusters should be the exciting sources of the observed 8 µm emissions. However, the existence of the undetected old
stellar populations might lead to an overestimation of the total M∗ related to the PAH emission since the undetected
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populations have little contribution to the PAH emission but significant contribution to the aperture optical fluxes.
When continuous star formation is assumed, sources in this case might have an older ageap compared to ageM∗ ,
accounting for those sources with large differences between ageap and ageM∗ shown in the bottom panel of Figure 15
and the two outliers shown in Figure 5. In the third case, the optical fluxes from the detected star clusters and the
observed PAH emission are mismatched, resulting a PAH emission excess discussed in Section 6.1 and a smaller ageap
compared to ageM∗ when instantaneous star formation is assumed. This represents sources with ageM∗ > 100 Myr
which are better described by the continuous star formation models.
Overall, both assumptions for SFH fall short of providing a satisfactory description of the observed SEDs in the
IRAC4 apertures within the nominal uncertainties for most of our sources, at least in terms of quality-of-fit. However,
the comparisons between stellar parameters from the best-fit models of individual clusters and our integrated ones
suggest that (a) our mass corrections provide reliable mass estimates within the IRAC4 aperture; and (b) continuous
star formation (or multiple stellar populations) still should be taken into account even within our small regions (i.e.,
∼30–50 pc).
C. HINTS FROM METAL-POOR GALAXIES
Previous works revealed a positive correlation between the PAH emission/abundance and metallicity (e.g., Engel-
bracht et al. 2005; Madden et al. 2006; Draine et al. 2007; Smith et al. 2007; Re´my-Ruyer et al. 2015). As elucidated
in Section 5.4, we attribute the observed scatter in the ageM∗–νLν,8/M∗ relation to the variations in fabs due to the
narrow range of metallicity of our sample (4 out of 5 galaxies have gas-phase metallicity of 12 + log(O/H) ∼ 8.4). Here
we present a preliminary attempt of unveiling the role of PAH abundance, which is related to metallicity (Draine et al.
2007; Re´my-Ruyer et al. 2015).
To this end, we relax the galaxy criteria listed in Section 2.1 and select galaxies with 12 + log(O/H) . 8.0 from the
LEGUS sample based on the metallicities given in Calzetti et al. (2015). 10 galaxies (include NGC 3738) are selected,
covering a metallicity range of 12 + log(O/H) = 7.82 − 8.10 and a distance range of 3.05 − 6.4 Mpc. YSC selections,
8 µm counterpart identification, and image processing are the same as those described in Section 2.2 and Section 3.
Since the number of isolated 8 µm clumps is not large enough to construct a reasonable growth curve for these selected
galaxies, we adopt the growth curve constructed from NGC 1313 (green dashed-dotted curve in Figure 3) for aperture
correction. Recall that the choice of growth curve only changes the total 8 µm fluxes by up to 20%. 55 IRAC4 sources
are identified and 28 of them remain after applying three criteria given in Section 4. Hereafter these 28 sources are
denoted as metal-poor sample (12 + log(O/H) ∼ 8.0), while the 95 sources (after removing 2 sources from NGC 3738)
discussed in Section 4 are labeled as metal-rich sample (12 + log(O/H) ∼ 8.4).
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Figure 16. Left: νLν,8/M∗ as a function of ageM∗ for all 55 IRAC4 sources identified from 10 metal-poor galaxies. The black
open circles indicate 28 sources in the metal-poor sample. Right: Comparison between the metal-rich sample (brown triangles)
and the metal-poor sample (cyan circles). Model predictions from different dust model shown in the top panel of Figure 9 are
also given.
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In the left panel of Figure 16 we plot the ageM∗–νLν,8/M∗ relation for all 55 sources from 10 metal-poor galaxies and
mark out the final metal-poor sample with black open circles. Similar to the metal-rich population shown in Figure 4,
the whole metal-poor population shows an anti-correlation between νLν,8/M∗ and ageM∗ although the scatter is still
large. We compare the distribution of the metal-poor sample in the ageM∗–νLν,8/M∗ plane to the metal-rich sample
in the right panel of Figure 16. For ageM∗ . 10 Myr, the metal-poor sample tend to have smaller νLν,8/M∗ at fixed
ageM∗ compared to the metal-rich sample. For ageM∗ > 10 Myr, the number of the metal-poor sample is too small to
draw any reliable conclusion.
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Figure 17. Normalized distributions of the ratios between the observed νLν,8/M∗ and the predicted values from the model
with qPAH = 4.58% for the metal-rich sample (brown) and metal-poor sample (cyan).
In order to display the difference clearly, we take the predicted ageM∗–νLν,8/M∗ relation derived from the in-
stantaneous star formation and qPAH = 4.58% as the fiducial model, and calculate the ratios between the observed
νLν,8/M∗ and the predicted values given the observed ageM∗ (νLν,8/M∗[obs/mod]). The normalized distributions of
νLν,8/M∗[obs/mod] for two samples are shown in Figure 17. Obviously, the metal-poor sample have weaker PAH emis-
sion compared to the metal-rich sample, while the medians and the 68% scatters of νLν,8/M∗[obs/mod] are 0.07+0.27−0.04
and 0.32+0.38−0.19, respectively. However, one should note that besides the qPAH, fabs is another important parameter that
drives the variation in the PAH emission. Both observations (Boquien et al. 2009; Reddy et al. 2010; Qin et al. 2019)
and semi-analytical model (Cousin et al. 2019) suggest more dust absorption for more metal-rich galaxies. Therefore,
the observed reduction of the PAH emission for the metal-poor sample might be attributed to the decrease in either
qPAH or fabs. Given the current data, we cannot determine which parameter is predominant.
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